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MEMORANDUM REPORT

for the

Army Air Forces, Materiel Cor,mand

TESTS O.F T_{E NORTHROP _!IX-_. GLIDER _._ .........._

IN THE NACA FULL-SCALE TUNNEL

By Gerald W. Brewer

INTRODUCTION

Tests of the Northrop MX-_I_ airplane have been
made in the NACA full-scale tunnel at the request of the

Army Air Forces, Materiel Command. The results of this
investigation are of oarticular interest since the r._iX-33L

is an all-wing glider-t_fpe airplane having neither a con-

ventional fuselage nor vertical surfaces.

The primary purpose of these tests ws.s to obtain
sufficient data with which to determine the longitudinal

and lateral stability and control characteristics of the

airplane. In addition to the stability and control

study, this memoran@um report contains the results of
tests that were made to (i) determine a suitable wing-

tip leading-edge slat arrangement which would improve

the static longitudinal stability of the airplane as well
as increase the maximum lift coefficient; (2) establish

a value of the minimum drag coefficient for the basic

wing and determine the additional drag caused by the

leading-edge slats; (3) determine the effects on the

directional Stability characteristics of the airplane of
the addition of vertical fins_ (_) measure the effective-

ness of the air-operated directional control system.

SY_,._BOLS

CD drag coefficient (X/qoS)

Cy lateral-force coelflc_ent (Y/qo S)
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rollins velocity, radians per second

indicated airspeed

elevator stick force

aileron s_ick force

difference in static pressure between tl__e inside
and ou_side of the rudder bellows

section profile-drag coefficient

free-stream sotal pressure

total pressure in the field of nne airfoil

vertical distance from the wake center

a correction factor, usually about 0.8 to 0.©

angle of attack of thrust axis, degrees

_. (_ _.... oositive when the rightangle of yaw, de_,r.._,_ ; _. _.
wing is retarded

elevstor deflection (with respect to the wing

chord), degrees; _)ositive when bhe trailing edge
is deflected downward

aileron deflec¢ion, degrees_ oositive when the
trailing edge is deflected downward
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given in figure 3. It was necessary to install a,uSi-

tional seals at the hinge, s and at the inboard and or,t-

board ends of the elevons prior to the tests to obtain a

completel7 sealed control surface,

The inboard surfaces are the air-operated bellows

type and provide both dive braking and directional con-
trol. Each surface was divided into two parts to simplify

the structure at the joint between the wing and center

section. The mechanical linkage between these two sur-

faces is such that the upper and lower surfaces have

identical angular travel. _either surface can be oper-
ated individually. The ducting for this system consisCs

of a passage from a leading-edge inlet through a venturi

section to a trailing-edge outlet and a second duct
leading from the venturi throat to the be!lo,;,'s. The

pressure and air flow for the bellows are regulated by

means of a butterfly control valve placed in the venturi
section.

NETHODS AND TESTS

During preliminary tests of the airplane _'_-iththe
slats removed the wing tips stalled at high angles of

attack. Due to the high sweepback of the wing this tip

stall caused a serious longitudinal instability. The

development was theref, ore undertaken of a leading-edge

slat configuration that would eliminate the inherent

longitudinal instability of the wing.

The three slat arrangements that were tested in-

clude (i) the original slat (fig. _,_), (2) the original

slat moved closer to the wing leading-edge contour

(fig. _), and (5) a large-span slat with the revised

slot. The original and the large-span slats ex_ended

20 and 35.6 percent of the wing span, respectively

(figs. ! and 5). Force and moment measurements were

made through a large range of angles of attack for the

basic wing and for the three slat configurations. To

supplement the force tests, tuft observations were made

to determine the stalling characteristics of the wing as

affected by these slat configurations.

In order to provide a check on the force-test re-

sults, the mlnimum drag of the airplane was also obtained

by measuring the loss of total pressure in the wake behind
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Airplane

Lift and pitching moments.- The lift and pitching-

momen_---c-h-aracteristlcs of the airplane_ with the leading-

edge wing slat removed and with the original and large-
span slats installed, are given in figure 8. The results

of tuft observations, which supplement the force test data,

are shown in figures 9 and !0. The pitching-moment varia-

tion for the basic wing shows approximately neutral sta-

bility for lift coefficients up to the stall with the

center of gravity located at 27.5 mercent mean aerodynamic
chord. At the stall the loss of lift at the wing tips

increases the positive pitching-moment coefficient and

causes serious longitudinal instability. It was evident

that before further investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of the airplane were justified, improve-

ment of the static longitudinal stability of the wing

near the stall was necessary.

The most effective method for eliminating the insta-

bility appeared to be the control of the stalling pattern

with suitable wing-tip slats and_ accordingly, the three

slat configurations previously described were tested.

Each slat _on_zguratzon progressively improved the stalling

characteristics of the wing, as shown by the continuous

decrease in wing-tip stall in the tuft surveys, and by
the decrease in positive pitching moments at angles of

attack near the stall in figure 8. The large-span slats

with the revised slot retarded the flow breakdown a_ the

tip section until after the center section had stalled_

thus eliminating the cause of the instability. They
also increased the maximum lift coefficient from a value

of 1.15 to 1.26. The unstable pitching-moment variation
at low lift coefficients for this condition is probably

due to the interference effects of the slats oD the air

flow over the wing at low angles of attack.

Drag.- The drag data from these tests are presented

in figure II. The minimtml drag coefficient for the basic

wing was 0.0100. The original slats with the revised
slot increased this value to 0.0118_ the large-span slats

with the revised slot, to 0.0146.

In order to determine the section drag coefficients

and to check the minimum drag of the basic wing, wake
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L ¸ , • Static Longitudinal Stabil_ty and Control

Elevator effectiveness.- The results of test_ made

with _e s-_a_e%_'6_S operated as elevators are giwull

in figures I_ and I_ which show the variation of CL,

Cm, and Che with elevator deflection. The data are,

presented for the basic wing and for the wing with the

large-span slats i_sta!led. At low angles of attack

the elevator effectiveness dCm/d6e_ measured at

Cm -- O_ is -0_00__ 7 with the slats removed and is -0_00_I

with the large-span slats _ __n_talled. Although dCm/d_5 e

is decreased at high lift coefficients for the slats-

removed condition to -0_00_, the value of dCm/d6 e for

the slats-installed condition remains unchanged. Sirai-

larlv,_, the values of dCh_/d6e,__ measured at Che = O_

are lower at low lift coeffic__ents and higher at high
lift coefficients with the slats installed than with the

slats remow_d. For the slats-removed condition dChe/d_ e

is -0.0055 at a CL of 0,_!_ and -0.0055 at a CL of

0.90; with the slats installed, dChe/d6 e is _-0.0050 at

a C L of 0o33 and -0o00_3 at a CL of 0.92_

In order to compa_e the stick-fixed longitudinal

s_ability of the airplane with and without slats_ curves
showing the variation of elevator deflectio_Is for trim
with lift coefficient have been obtained from the test

results and are given in figure 15. _ith the s!a_s

removed_ the airplane is unstable from a CL of 0.I to
0_L and is neutrally stable from a C L of O._ to O. 9.

At higher lift coefficients there is a large degree of
instability since increases of down-elevator deflections

are required to reduce the forward speed of the airplane.

_ith the large-span slats installed, however, the air-
plane is stable at all lift coefficients above 0_6 but is

approximately neutrally stable at lower lift coefficients.

A criterion for satisfactory stability requires a
stable stick-free pitching-luoment variation. The re-

sults in figure 16 show that the airplane with slats

removed is very unstable, stick free. With the airplane

trimmed at the same lift coefficient, it is shown that

the large-span slats decreasGd this instability slightly
and that the large positive pitching-moment variation ac

high lift coefficients was reduced.
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.i 2 ',%GE . "- .,._..,_ if'S,> U.-L _.,_> O_,. 6 ....... u ...... O-
tivelces °, t©sus _"-qP-:' " '-'- m__..._.t top tab deflections of _q_O° .....,._ 220 °

'_,Jl-°--th tb_e _-a_-,"_.-..su>an._ .......... slats l,t_,,_.l..e,_."" _-" q ,q 8Pe £_]ve,-, in _'"__.:.£.-
2re Pl. These c_rves slow the v,._'"i't°,.:__ _z,.,n D._f' CL, "-'q_.:,

az,_d Che with 6 e for three an_L%es of attac;!t. ]?h.e
(n "_ " ] f_ : •value s of ._Crp/da ¢ and -,C.Ohe/d6 e s.,e both aPpPo.Ttil]i&to]_:-

-0 , al,,n "_" i a.,' tab de-.0._ .... i'or the z'a._i'-._e of ii:Pb coe.k:.mc_enss .,_,c._
fie ctioz,s te :_r,ed.

qq] *_ 1z.,:.t_ i ongitudinal s-5",_ -" ' _ yo.O.LJ_ .... 8.]fi{! control _},"-q'.ter-
istics of' the air,_z, lsne v/ith the tab deflected are cor_:p,_:,Ped
wil:L the results of ti:.e pz'ecedin(_ secsion fop the :_:ero

*' _-o ........... <:(- to <::5 FOp ti_e Panr°e oil' lift
coeffic_,e_.to testeo., the v ..... iation of e].ev..,,_tor d.ez.J_ection

fo_2 tPim with 7_ift coefficiDnt (fi!.f. 22) is stable for

tab deflections of i0 ° ar:d T20 ° . The vsriabion of 8e

for trim With @L _zith the, tab deflected -i0 ° is approxi-
mately the same as t%at witik one o_-__un.outrai.

The instabilisv ..o.L the :,,.rpl .... ,_ .,_" "" + &",'_ stick-free is
genePall. 2- the same with the tab def_<'+e__,__,_.. a._! vii -_'',,_:.t;},_...,.baT}
neutr.a! (fig° 23). As the laP£:er bosibive sab defkec-
tioz: and at high ar:g]_es bf atuack the instabiif, s 7 increases,
probabl 7 on accoux_s of taD-stalli:.,'_So

It i_ shown in fig:me 2! th8.% t.%e _7,.. r .... t ...._> - .... '--_ _'. J V a-_,o .,v ._ J_,l J. b _[I_Q

tab de:Pl._cted l0 ° floats aboub 1 ° -..,r..... se

of 0 °3 and 3 ° mote at a CL. of' 1.2 t)-_r-_'n......... v'ith ":..--_..._,.-_tab

..'- ...... , ..... _bc, T., 8 l.r t coe_..,.__.;ient C) 6 _he nose-up
f].oatinF-_ .an_['!e is less with the tab de-fTected -20 ° than

rq " _' 7<-_ . o&O i0 ° ....for 8 ..._>z.... orion of -'i0 "° Deflectin..% T:he _--"• &lid]

20 ° _' "" - I_..> _OSO--1N© f'-' OPPor-"Pes_-_iveiv"_. e_oP_.._ased t--,,_ ± n u-'.;_"o. ai2- ._._"_2,eof
-7 . :, -_XT_t.G(_ <O_E, vc_LOl".

The cupve oi' e] eye, tom..... stir'k, .. roz:ce fop tri_,_ _,.:.,.;_,_i,:,.,_.h-st
J.'n_ticRted airspeed at sea ].evel i-r,-_ .......... _-_:. 25) shov<s th,'-._:, t]:e
airplar:e is _,r._r ..... ;_ _eecz.,_..... td a.E pproxi.ms.te _. uL.< s so
100 mifLes , ez _om ._..z1_,_? ' houp, I-" eith.er, -10 or -20 ° tab ses _" -_o

a,_. ,........ e tr'im tab sett-rbs, ..o .... :,_r_ the s.iz"plahe is
t21lSto, o.ie ino.SlLqUCh 8S p%1[[]_ foPoes ape Peqt.lzr,e(, "]_s s:oeeds

above the bPim soeed and p<_.sh £'oPc;es b':-.; <,_........ ur:.<_..... +."_._.._.:: ..±)_o_._,<.-_..Uo

Altho_b_J. the Ripplane can be tr'i:_l!ed fo:P ze.ro sti[ck
for, oe_ it will], be _ ,_'_-- 4-:,._. _ ) 7_+-,y,o Also.- 2n_ _.,N>le for, ,_..,_Ls ucrlG ......zo,, ,
th _s stick-free lonsi, tudir:al inst?.bi]_if_ty is (isoPG<'ts(:_c[ v<p}/
little with the, tab dee]_ecLect This u.-x.o zs i.N.ef!'eo:_iv<-:2
at large tab def!e.ctions.
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Lateral Stability and Control

&ez,odynamic characoeriscics in yaw-- The results of

bests ..... _ 2_9°_ q 6 °m_o._ witt_ the s'trolsne__ _awed 0 °_ o _ 9.5 °
•, '- x_ %o .3 The!J4,5 °, ar,.e 18o60 are presented in figures 92 5.

data znelude the Variations of C_ Cn_ C._ a_li Cha
.t c 7 de_l._ct_on for four angles of mttackwith toba± aileron e- _

C andat each angle of yaw. The variations of C_ n_

Cv with '@_ which were obtained by cross-olotti.ng the

origznal data at zero aT_ieron de±lecolon, are shown in

figure 56.

As shown by,_ the low value of dC._,,/d,T at an an_.<le._

of attack of _._o the airplane will have practicall_T no

effective d!lle@ra! i,_ the low angle-of-attack range° It

is imoortant to note ti_at dC_/d@ increases rapidly With

increasing lift coefficient. At an an_!ie of attack of

16o9 ° for examp! ,-_ dCT,/d_ is aoproximately 0 0016

which corresooi_ds to an effective dihedral anf%e of about

8° . This ±arge increase in effective dihed .... 1 with
lift coefficient is attributed _o the large ansleof

swoeR%a_ of tl,.ewing.

The airplar-e will have almost me weathercock s_s.bility
_ma±l value ofat low angles of attack as shown by th_ _

_I • 2iS
dC,-,/d_ (-0.0002) at an angle of attack of 3 _o ,_

el_,_ct_ the weathercockwas the case for __bke dihedral __':_

stability increases rapidly with increases in lif_ coef-
ficient. At an angle of attack of 16.9°_ dCn/d_ is

approximately -0.0010 oer degree.

The va_ia_ion of lateral-force coefficient witl_ '@

is also very small at low angles of attack. The value

of dCy/dT shows a s_able variation for angles Of attack

,_n_q_ where the valuesbelow the stall uo to a _Taw .....s_ of 15 °

of dC_o_d£_ begin to reverse sign with further i_creases

of T. At the stall, there is a reversal in the: side

force from positive to negative at @ = _ol

The variation of lift coefficient and pitching-

mo,me_;b coefficient with an[¢le Of yaw is shown in fig-

ure P7 for four angles of attack. The cllan_zes in pitching-

moment coefficient with angles of yaw are small and some-
_. F'q 7w,:lat irregular. ±l,e decrease of lift coefficiens with

angle of yaw was small /"or the range of yaw angles tested.
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chan,?e of C with ob/2V _ ' ",_ -- .'_n-
c,

the geometric c.lna:_,acte_riscics of tb9 -_..i_p!ane. "_.......

w.,,.r i. ,._.c io r" of b e i ix an SI e wi tb. t o bs L ai ]..{-_Port ,_,e f ! ,:; _ [ :k:) n J' o.e
the -cvJ_.,, _ irpla.r_.e _.,,-_,,_i +" ons is shown in fio_tf _C _".....
cl,a_0o]_-V[clOn of these res,._m_.,s shows that for the rlax",q,_,"r

aileron defkection of' 2b. ° the value of" pb/2V is atoi.rt
......... J/tJ at 70 r_]e_: -o.e]?. p.) at _,:_c miles ]:)ez"h(uJ-_ ar.:d 0 '"_ " ........

tio',.tz_ slats i.nsta_. ]r--'d.,.__ . _ anct is a.pproxili_;-rb__l... _- 0 .C_<_,... aL

22% r,l.il_e,s ,mz, t__o11__ and 0.068 Re '72 miles aer' bout, "'":"
ul_.te¢i from wind_-.....,-,,_,.._,._'_..... ..,. T_'(;se vf,!Mos L._:_-,'_:,_,, bce!i o_!T!.o -' _

tunr:..eL da.ta, bu.t it s_-_oui.a, be :.noc.._o. at, tK-s point th.';kt !_

flip:ht t_c-_._ ,-,.c..';,_ _--,_"_,.._,,_. ,/-e,,._,,.._ . at iov;, see<_as ann b'_,,_._..£:ffez_s of
_ ° " _ " " " " 1._._5].i _-l-'-"OO[:IK;P®SS_LoI_L_..t_'- al:'d W..Lrl@; twis.t at ....: ..... {-"_'n:,ds ';_;ouic;

, c .......values b about PO i)@Z_C@!lt.}_obab]_[y lower '-b,- .......

hl],s.oon ot._ci_, forces for t;<-]_s ro';,-a:tred pb/2 _/ have
" ! i.2__-!._._Lb_-n compubod, foi" cli.ffo,re,nc ai __±o__on de.f _ ....rions s._cl _"-"'""

,.-,p_._ds, a _._-._ results az, e g::_w_7:l in fi_%.r_:..-- .d£

forces were obta:i.ned _....... '

"[ a
d°au + dChau A _- .........had . i"

_- -.......' hau d:< da / I

w _-_ Oha end (Jl_'tad ape t.]._o Ri" - b.in4]e-mom:en5 c;oei"
,,__,<....... mepOil

U ""

f_"ien.ts fop a. g?_v(-n _, s_ct d_ov,,-n ui!ex'.on _,e_.k..'-_cb_LOZ:_., -m

" dOad//dx ........... or.s]:ectzvelT- _ .'and dO_ /dx and ep _ thee wtri "__.....
c-L1/

of aileron deflection :_;ith .... ck ..s oJ_ . travel obtained from

,:< n-.,_-_..... is the chan-_'e in ei'i-ect£vefisure ,_,. ,.no ValUe t.,o ..... ._

angle o11' a'ObatOka Oi %]163 r?r_;.in-crn_n::? -WiP_P;

deflectior_ shows :.,-_o reversa-L _',.,,. foz-ces and 9.n inc_ec_.seP-__
in for'ce vJith " "_"'in .... eased aileron deflection. The f'oPce

for maximum ai!epo_ deflection is .......ou_ 75 pounds ai,
2fl._ miles :)ep hour :.,it.h slats iiistalied and )f.) po_:.n.is a.c

229 miles ',-_er ]:_our, slams removed. -_'oi,ues of this

mabn!t._[_ will be excessive for a win<-,,e!-tTPe corv._;i?ol

ooe .... oed from __-_pz_one -ao.:;ition_ . o ._.,,+-,,iandzn o'_..s[)e,:;,d___ t.he

±ozoe _s or t__,e o_,._i of .._pour_,d'S :CoP ;:;lax.]_mum
aileron deflection.



br (1) reducing the sweesback of the iead'_ng-edse inlet
so 6ero degrees and by (2) provid.ing an initial negative
angle of attack of about li._ ° at the face of the inlet

,fig, Y)o

:_esul similar to tha_ obtained o._or the or_gina1_:;
inle]3 were obtained, fop the modified inlet exce-oi3 _nat

sxreater rudder deflections were obta__ned and the tendency
to stall as the inlet _,as d.elaved serepal degrees
(fig. _6) The meRsuremenr_s made _o essimate the .... n
tity of air flow _ - -_ ..oh_,. ougn the duct system ffi_i. 4-7 ) si_ov,_
similar characteristics of the effectiveness of. the -_v:o

attack of 15 ° for the original inlet and at 2),4° for. tL.e

modified inlet, in both cases the available quantity

decre_o_<] repid!_r with _- -°_ in angle of_.tlan_:,. <. ' attack f rofil

the high-speed attitude.

The variation of deflection of the inboard and ou.t-

board sections of the rndder is caused b_.Tan uneven d±s-

tribution of oressure in she two sections of the rudder

as sh.own by the variations of the oressure diffc,_rential
] .across tn_ bellows with angle of actack in figure LL@.

The effec]3iveness of the butterfly valve is shown in
figure '_9 for each _ "' _,_nlet type° It is important to note

tha¢ the rate of change of valve position with rudder

deflection varies considerably and that the valve is most"
sensitive when about " _"' _ _one-_a±i closedo Paralle2ing the
results in the previous figures_ i]3 is shown that when
the inlet is stalled, the full ranse of valve setting

will not change the rudder deflection°

The over,_.allefficiency of the bellows and. duct system

was determin('d by measuring t£T_e, _ime la_ for ma.,_2m_ml sur-
face deflection with instantaneous full-rudder co.mbrol.

The minimum time interval for the bent condition was about

_ seconds. Si_nce the inlet and duct system do not pro--

vide adeauate quantity of air flow througk the <_ucts and

pressure within the bellows and. since the corr,trol-valve
"".....ct_v the directional controloperation was not _.;I±_.... .e,

system such _o tested in this m._eel is very unsatisfactory

io At the desi¢_n center-of-gravity location of

27o 5 percent mean aerodynamic chord_ the airplane with
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Figure i.-

(a) Three=quarter front view.

The iViX-334 airplane mounted for tests in the NACA full-scale tunnel.

Original slats installed.
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F79ure 2 - Three-view drawing of/he kIX-334 _#rfilone.
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